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1o INTRODUCTION

The BBC rents all its sound lines from the Post Officso The upkeep of

these circuits is then the responsibility of the Post Office but the terminal
equipment is BBC.

The majority of the Post Office line network is designed to carry
telephone speech. This requires two way circuits having about 3 kHz
bandwidth. The BBC rent a lot of these circuits for use as control lines,
talkback lines, etc.

For music better quality circuits are required, having about 10 kHz
bandwidth. These are either special circuits or by-products of the tele
phone network.

2. BALANCED LINES

Balanced lines are used to keep the interference from other circuits

as low as possible.

Consider a balanced line which has an interference signal induced in

it from another circuit.
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Fio. 1 Circulating and Longitudinal currents

If each leg of the line has equal contact with the source of inter

ference then e^^ and will be equal. The currents due to e^^ and
will be equal and opposite and will cancel out.

The signal current circulates around the loop while the interference

is longitudinal.

In practice there will be an impedance to earth in the circuit. This

is made up of the capacitance and conductance to earth of the line, source

and load

SOP
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Fio. 2 Components affecting the balance of a Eine

There u,ill now, be paths for and through these imped
ances. An unbalance uiill occur if the impedance betwieen each leg and earth
are not the same.

An unbalance can also be produced if the series resistance of one leg
is different from that of the other. This can be due to a poor joint. The
impedance in series w,ith e^^ and e^^ ""^11 1i''''"ent producing dif-
ferent values of I^^ and 1^2*

3. REPEATING COILS

In order to reduce any unbalance in the source and load, luell balanced
isolating transformers are used. These are called Repeating Coils (Rep.
Coils). The u/indinge are normally one to one ratio luith an electrostatic
screen between them. Each winding is made up of two bifilar wound sections
to obtain a good balance.

Fio. 3 Repeatino Coils
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The centre taps of the windings are not normally earthed as this could
increase the interference currents.

The rep coils can isolate any unbalance on the apparatus from the line
and thus maintain the line balance. If the line is unbalanced then the rep
coil cannot improve it.
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In some areas LL/216 rep colls are used which have a 4 to 1 impedance

ratio. These feed to line with 150 ohm instead of 600 ohm. They also

have a third winding for feeding automatic monitors, etc. The windings
are as follows

Lino - 400 T - Balanced

Apparatus - 800 T

monitor - 200 T

A termination on the monitor winding has little effect due to the
turns ratio.

The rep coils will limit the low frequency response of a circuit. On
control lines the rep coils have to have large cores if thgy are to pass

17 Hz ringing.

4. STAR QUADS

On long cables it is important to keep the cable capacitance and over

all cable diameter to a minimum. These are conflicting requirements as the

capacitance depends on the spacing between the conductors.

The capacitance of each pair in a star quad is lower than that of two
single pairs taking up the same space.

/-S STAR QUAD

W TU/ISTED PAIR
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Fio. 4 Pairs and quads

The star quad is made up of four conductors twisted togehter. These

form two pairs using diagonally opposite conductors.

Flo. 5 Quad Cables

PAIR 1

PAIR 2
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A signal in leg 1 induces equal signals in both legs 2 and 2'. These

u/ill cancel at the load. Also the signals induced in legs 2 and 2' from

legs 1 and 1' should cancel each other,

4-e

+e induced from 1 2^
-0 induced from 1' ^

£1 40 induced from 1
O -e induced from 1'

-0

Fig. 6 VoltaQEinduced in a quad cable

i,e, 2 and 2' are at the equipotential points of the field set up by

1 and T, ^ +e y
\ XI /

GU2 Q 0-2* OV

^ ̂ ^ ̂ Fig, 7 Equipotentials

> / on a quad cable
✓ 1 \ a
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5, SIZE OF CONDUCTORS

The size of the conductors used in Post Office cables is measured as

their diameter in millimetres. Prior to metrication the size of the con

ductors uias specified as the weight of copper per mile per pair.

Table 1

Diameter

mm

Uieight

lb/mile

loop resistance

ohms/kmohms/miles

0.322i436702

0,4421Z440

0o5Si168270

0,6310110176

0,9205588

1.02543,670,2

1,274027,444

Size of conductors in Post Office Cables and their

loop resistances
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The smaller conductors are used in subscriber distribution cables
(usually 0.4 or 0.5 mm). Inter-exchange cables are usually 0.9 to 1.27 mm.

Distribution cables can be either made up of single pairs or quads.
Long distance cables are usually quads though there ape individually
screened pairs in some cables. These are ideal for music lines. They are
normally 1.0 or 1«27 mm.

6, LOADING

Loading coils are often used on the long distance 1.0 and 1*27 mm ceblea
to improve their frequency characteristics. By increasing the loop
inductance of the line they make the loss almost independant of frequency
ujithin a limited range.

_nTn_

O-ULUU

Fio. 8 Loadlno Coil

The normal loading used has BSmH coils at 2000 yard intervals. This
restricts the maximum frequency to about 3 kHz, this is suitable for tele
phone speech.

For music circuits lighter loading is used, normally 22mH at 500 yards
or 16mH at 1000 yards.

The highest frequency uihich can be used depends on both the inductance
of the coils and the capacitance betueen them. These form a loiu pass filter.
The cut off frequency is then a function of the inductance and the distance
betuieen the coils. 22mH at 500 yards has about four times the cut off
frequency of BBmH at 2000 yards.

Attenuation

in

dB

2000 yds

22roH

500 yds

Flo. 9

3.8kH2 15.2kHz

Frequency characteristics of loaded and

unloaded lines
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7. BUNCHED PAIRS

Often on 0.8.'s the only type of circuit available is loaded luith BBmH

at 2000 yards. This loading is unsuitable for music transmission.

Fortunately loaded circuits are normally in quads. The loading coils
are uiound on toroids or pot cores so that the inductance adds for a

circulating current. _ .
A

A
jnnm

Fio. 10(a)B
Circul'ating current

If the currents are longitudinal the inductances are cancelled.

. ̂

Tt
Longitudinal currant Fio. 10(b) B

This considerably reduces the inductance.

A bunched pair can be obtained from a loaded quad by using each pair

Pol. 1 ^ . rrm ^

Bunched Pair 2

Pair

n"UXlT!>-
FiOo 11 Bunched Pair (Unleaded Phantom)

The disadvantage of bunching is that although the resistance is halved

the capacitance more than doubles.

If the two pairs used are not in the same quad then there will be a

lot of interference. This is because the crosstalk picked up by one leg

will not be the same as that picked up by the other.

Confusion sometimes arises from the nomenclature involved with 'Bunched

Pairs'. The Post Office term for what is called 'Bunched Pair' in the BBC

is 'Unloaded Phantom'. The Post Office 'Bunched Pair' is two pairs con

nected in parallel. This reduces the resistance and enables dialling over
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longer distances but does not affect the frequency response.

j CPDD- «

Q
Pair 1

Pair 2

IxJuJ

nmn

oliuJ
Fio. 12 P>D."Bunched Pair"

8. PHANTOfflS

A line can be used for d*c* signalling as well as its normal function

by using the centre taps on the rep coils* The d*c* signal path so formed

is called a phantom*

Simple d.c* phantom

Relay
Audio Audio

/„;i:

The system uses an earth return*

The d.c* circuit does not interfere with the audio as it is a long

itudinal signal* These circuits are often used for remote control of

equipment* They are easily obtained on lines which have no PO amplifiers

on them* On long distance circuits they are not always available* The PO

have to make special provision for them by by-passing their equipment

Bypass

Fig* 14 Phantom bvpass

The modern PO amps do not have suitable rep coils on which to make the

connections *
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A balanced phantom can also be obtained* If the tuio side circuits are

in the same quad the phantom can be used for audio.

W

69"

a
SIDE

CIRCUIT

PHANTOm

^5-

SIDE

CIRCUIT

9.

Fio. 15

CARnlER PHANTOllfl

Full Phantom Circuit

The PQ use a number of high quality star quads for long distance 12

channel carrier systems. These have the go and return circuits on the tiuo

pairs of the quad. They use the 12 to 60 kHz band.

It is not possible to use the circuit belou/ 12 kHz for music due to

interference from the carriers but the phantoms can be used. The loui

frequency interference on the physical pairs ujill cancel out in the phantom

but some of the hf signal mill get through. This is because the line balance

ieteriorates at the higher frequencies. By filtering off the band above

12 kHz UJB can use the phantom for a music line.

The carrier phantom circuits must be equalised and amplified at each

PO repeater.
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Fig. 16

Carrier Phantom

Circuit

A large proportion of the music circuits have been on carrier Phantom

Plant in the past. Noiu that the PO telephone network is expanding other

types of carrier system are replacing these smaller systems and carrier
Phantom circuits are becoming fewer.

10, (inUSIC-IN~3AND

Some music circuits are now on PO carrier equipment. These usually

take the place of three telephone channels in a multi-channel system. This

provides a 12 kHz band although with filtering this is reduced to about

10 kHz.

This type of circuit suffers from crosstalk from other telephone

channels due to intermodulation distortion. The noise on these circuits is

predominantly of this type.

The standard method of testing harmonic distortion at +10dB should not

be used on these circuits as it can overload them. This is because pre-

emphasis is used which would boost the level of a 1 kHz signal. To measure

Harmonic distortion at +10dB the tone should be keyed so that it is on for

4 sees, and off for 5 sees.

Occasional programme circuits (G.P.'s) rented from the PO for short

periods have serial numbers in the one hundred series if they are music-in-

bandi for example, OPS is not on music-in-band while 0P103 is.

11. SPLIT BAND

If a suitable quality music circuit cannot be obtained split band

working is sometimes used. The audio band is split in two, changed in

frequency and transmitted on two telephone lines.
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i*e*

FiQ. 17(a)

Audio band before

splitting

lower

band

upper

band

1G0HZ3,1kHz6kHz

The louier band, 100 Hz to 2.8 kHz is converted to 3 kHz to 300 Hz.
Wlhis is the lower sideband oT a 3.1 kHz suppressed carrier. The upper band,

3.1 to 6 kHz is converted to 3.4 kHz to 200 Hz. This is the lower sideband
of a 6.2 kHz suppressed carrier.

300

Fio. 17(b) lower band

3kHz200 3,4kHz

Fio. 17(c) upper band

Ulhen reconstituted at the receiving end there is a gap from 2.8 to
3.2 kHz. There is little speech energy in this part of the band and so it
does not impair the quality too severely.

This system is intended for speech transmission such as football
commentaries. It is not really suitable for music although it is used for
music circuits from Bush to Skelton for the Overseas Service.

4.

R.L. Kendall/WF
20th August 1973
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A, awnraoB TranmnlaBlon Loan and Cut-off Frooupnev for Ceppar Conductora

CableConductor

lb/mile dia,mm

TRANSniSSION LOSS

cut-off

freq,

kHz

dS/mile

BOOHz 1600Hz

dSAm

800Hz 1600Hz

PCQL, PCQ, PCQT,
PCUT, POLY.UT.,
POLY,TWIN,
POLY,QUAD No,5

2i
4

6i
10

20

25

40

0,32

0,40

0,50

0,63

0,90

1,00

1,27

-

3,2 4,5
2,6 3.5
1,9 2,7

1,8 2,4
1.1 1,6
1.0 1,4

0,8 1,0

2.0 2,8

1.6 2.2

1.2 1.7

1.1 1,5
0,7 1.0
0.6 0.9

0.5 0.6

PCQT (Phantom)10

20

0,63

0,90

1,6 2,6
0,9 1,4

0,99 1,62

0,56 0.87 1

Carrier {Phantom)401,27-0,8 1,00,50 0,62

UL Scr, Pr,401,27' -0,6 0,80,37 0,5

16inH/l,136 mla,
16fnH/l,B2B km

40

25

20

1,27

1,00

0,90

8,9

8,9

8.9

0,4 0,4
0,6 0,6

0,7 0,7

0,25 0.25
0,37 0,37
0,43 0,43

22mH/l,136 mis,-
22mH/l,B28 km

40

20

1,27

0,90

7,6

7,6

0,4 0,4
0,7 0,7

0,25 0,25
0,43 0,43

A4mH/l,136 mis,
44mH/l,B28 km

40

20

1,27

0,90

5,5

5,5

0,3 0,3
0,5 0,5

0,19 0,19

0,31 0.31

88mH/1.136 mis,
8BmH/l,82B km

A

Sla^o *iAha&.

AO

20

10

1,27

0,90

0,63

3,9

3,9

3,9

0,2 0,2
0,4 0,4

0,7 0,7

0,12 0,12

0,25 0.25

0,43 0,43

22mH/0,56B mis, |
22mH/0,914 km .. 20

1,27
0,90

10,9

10,9

0,3 0,3

0.5 0.5

0,19 0,19
0.31 0,31

22mH/0,284 mis,
22mH/0,457 km

40

20

1,27

0,90

14,8

14,8

0,2 0,2

0,4 0,4

0,12 0,12

0,25 0,25

16mH/0,568 mis,
16mH/0.914 km

40

20

1,27

0,90

12,8

12,8

0,3 0,3

0,6 0,6

0,19 0,19

0,37 0,37

c

0. flworn^a^JTranajnlsslon j-ose for Aluinl.nl.ufw Conductore

TRANSMISSION LOSS

CebleConductor

lb/mile dia.mmeOOHz

dBAw
1600Hz

1

3000Hz

POLy.TWIN AL.0,5

0,6

0,8

1,77

1,41

1,13

2.5

2,0

1.6

3 42

2.72

2,18

U*r- TujikJ

p.C*

Ci . uocai

r, TOJLNiU'
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DESIGNATIONRESISTANCE

m*ffl*lb/mile
COPPERALuniNiun

ohms/loop mile
at 200C

ohms/loop km
at 200C

ohms/loop mile
at 20OC

ohmd/loop km
at 20OC

0*3-786.0488*41288*0800*4

0*322i690.0428.81132*0703*4

0*4-444.0275*8726*0451.2

0*4044434.0269*6-—

0*5282.0175*2464.0288*4

0*6-196.6122.2322*0200.0

0*63510175.2108.8-—

^ 7

0*8

*144*2

110*4

89*6

68*6

236*0

181*0

146*6

112*4

0*9. -87^454*4143*088*4

0*9022087*054*0-

1.0. -70.643.8115*872.0

1*0162568*442.6-—

1.2-. 49*230*676.247*4

1.2193747.629*6-

1.2704043*827*2-

1.341*826*068.642*6

1.6-27.617*245*228*0

1.6847025.015*6-•.

1.7-2^.415*2 j40.024*8

(1)

(2)

(3)

Conductor realetanca of phantom circuits is half that of either of
the aide circuits•

Conductor resistance of 401b UL SCR«PR. is the oame as 401b PCQL
cable*

Conductor resistance of loaded circuits is approximately equal to
that of the equivalent unloaded circuits* The true resistance will
depend on type and number of loading coils used*

(4) Jaximum mutual capacitance at IkHz for 0*5mm, 0.63mm and O.Qmrn it
copper conductors is 65nrAm* TVjp t+SOP

(5)

(6)

IHaximutn mutual capacitance at IkHz for 0*5mm and 0*8mm gauge
aluminium conductors is 72nFA'n«

Further details of aluminium cables may be obtained from POEE
Oournal volume 64, October 1971*




